DOOMSDAY PYRAMID CLOCK
HIDDEN ENCRYPTED YEAR COUNTDOWN TO 2022
The Last Prophetic 7-Year Time Span and the Return of Planet X

The purpose of this illustration is to particularly chart and decipher an apparent hidden ‘code of years’ in Earth’s longitude. These degrees of longitude pertain to the pyramid that is
configured on the grounds of the Hampton Court Palace west of London. Based on the evidence examined, this configuration shows that certain key degrees of longitude have been
incorporated into the very design and layout of this pyramid; from the base to its apex and beyond. Each longitude degree reading starts from the base of the pyramid and specifically
corresponds to a year in time. This assertion is taken solely based on the value of 1) the degree and 2) the minute readings of this pyramid’s longitude due West from the Prime Meridian.
These specific longitude-to-year theory has been marked out to formulate a timeline. The longitude at the base of this Hampton Pyramid begins with 19 degrees 06 minutes or the year 1906. At the other
end of the pyramid, just outside the Palace at the western entrance, the longitude corresponds to 20 degrees, 22 minutes or the year 2022. What this timeline is possibly signaling then is a countdown to
the year 2022 specifically. What is or will be significant about the year 2022? Could this year ‘countdown’ possibly be correlated to a ‘Doomsday’ or an end of a time sequence? It could then correspond to
the time when this present Age is to come to a close? Many contest that it will be the year of Jesus Christ’s 2nd Coming. This illustration only seeks to examine if in fact, this longitudinal correlation is
matching years that is depicting a ‘countdown’. Is it a countdown to ‘doomsday’ nonetheless? The Bible and many other extra-Biblical sources predict it will be coming upon the Earth.
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Based on the year countdown and geometric configuration, this
Doomsday Pyramid is associated with the spectacular notion of
Planet X. This illustration shows that in fact, the Diana Fountain
north of the Palace does depict the coming giant celestial red Planet
-or the binary Sun, Planet X. As there is much debate as to its
existence, but the Doomsday Pyramid actually alludes to this coming
event. This phenomena matches up during the year that many
who study this subject of Planet
x or Nibiru predict the giant red
dwarf will be coming around our
Solar System, in the year 2015.
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This area just east of the Palace
itself depicts an ‘anthropomorphic
man’ with out stretched arms that has
the Palace proper itself as the head. It is
from this reference point and time marker
that the detail of the remaining 13 years
comes into focus ( 2009-2022).
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Some Measurements
Fountain radius = 333 ft
Heading East-West: 280°
Heading North-South: 9°
Diameter Nautical Miles: .9
From ‘horn to horn’ on the
North-South axis:
.13 Nautical Miles
9,666 inches
7,777 diameter
144 Smoots

1945: NWO

1260 yards .72 miles

United Nations
13 Years: 1932-1945
(New World Order)

1919: NWO
League of Nations
13 Years: 1906-1919
(New World Order)
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THE COUNTDOWN
Many who have studies the phenomenon of Planet X have provided some models
of its coming trajectory. IF in fact 2022 then is the ‘Doomsday’ year, then 7 years
prior to that would be 2015, which happens to be when Planet X comes around –
according to the line up of this Pyramid time clock. It also implies that the
worldwide coming catastrophes from this encounter with the 2nd Sun will
directly match all the Seal, Trumpet and Bowl judgments that are
coming upon the Earth as described in the Book of Revelation.
This 7-Year time span would also line up with what most who
subscribe to a 7-Year Tribulation Period believed to be the
interpretation of Daniel 9:27 prophetic last Week of Years.

THE COMING PRINCE
If one were to take 2022 and subtract the last 3 sets
of 13 year cycles, with start year inclusively added,
the tally of 40 years would result. The last 13 year
cycle would overlap but in principle, you would have
1982 as a pivotal year related to 2022.

2022 - 40 years = 1982
If someone were to have been born in the year 1982, the age would be 33 years old by 2015.
Many believe that the coming AntiChrist or world ruler of Lucifer’s New Age or Order will mimic
Jesus Christ’s age and will debut in that year. This is the exact year again when the
longitude-to-year marker on the Doomsday Pyramid of Hampton Court Palace
corresponds to the gigantic orb or circular horned disk. Both are described in
HAMPTON COURT
the Bible as being the Red Dragon, the Serpent, the
Many believe the Palace is
Devil, the Horned One, Lucifer, etc.
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haunted with the ghost of King
Henry the 8th. He was the one
who first started to build the Royal
Residence. The Hampton Court Palace
is officially a residence of the British Royals
but it has not been occupied by them since the 18th
century, but specifically, 1776. This was the shift to the
‘New World’ and the New Order of the Phoenix, the
USA.

The Palace is
surrounding in
mystery an Luciferian
occultic grid and laylines. It is exactly 18.8 km
(188) from Charing Cross.
What is significant about Charing
Cross is that it is considered to be the exact
‘center’ point or marker of London. Charing
comes from old English cierring that means
crooked, as in ‘Crooked Cross’.

